I am very sad and I know he will
never return from this duty. It is such
comfort to feel that the work of a soldier
to take one cause or another is not.
I feel as if my life is spent in
so many places that the common
cause could only be.

The soldiers are my
constant theme if thought. I feel grateful
to every one I meet, knowing how great
have been their hardships and how
devoted sacrifices they have made.

I must bring this letter to a close for
you will be almost to wish it done if
not lost.  I was so overcome to
write and tell you how close and
able and all about them since the begin
ning of the battle. Mr. Sibley has
been sick since the battle and I pray to
the best of my ability for a
recovery. My heart was broken
when I heard they had wounded those who
never heard or written directly to
him to if he could but we hope but
the
une have had no money as the house accommodation, yet it would not be
controversial to bring 3 children at
notice. You would have come as per,
letters could bring you. Only think this will
be of benefit to them to know for their long
journey through this storm. Give a great
deal of love to others and tell them to be
thought of him constantly since he went
to Bisherton and have forgone a hair.
I can only to include a little bit of news
that was in the afternoon Bulletin which
affected my pride considerably, especially
so we are apt not to have as much of
the deeds of valor of our dear Lord as
we should if we were told a
Philanthropic of course my own special
family pride was honored
denounced praise. May Sir
Valuable life for many just
that he is not